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Abstract

Learning curves are a means of representing continuous improvement in "rms. Such improvements bring savings in
production costs. This may also allow smaller batches to be produced more frequently and hence bring further savings in
holding costs. Earlier research advocated that for more realistic modelling of inventory problems, the holding cost should
be evaluated means of the internal discount rate of the "rm (C. Van Deft, J.P. Vail, International Journal of Production
Economics 44 (1996) 255}265). This paper examines whether, when learning is considered, it is reasonable to ignore the
e!ect of continuous time discounting of costs by investigating the e!ect of learning and time discounting both on the
economic manufacturing quantity and minimum total inventory cost. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the
solution procedure for the mathematical model developed. Although the analysis yields di!erent economic order
quantities, the di!erence in cost from the quantities derived using Wilson lot size formula is not signi"cant. � 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The use of the learning curve has been receiving
increasing attention due to its applications in di!er-
ent operations management areas; e.g. inventory
management. In general, learning is an important
consideration whenever an operator begins
production of a new product, changes to a new
machine or restarts production after some delay.

This implies that the time/cost needed to produce
a product will reduce as the individual, or group of
individuals, becomes more pro"cient.

The economic manufacturing quantity model
with learning in production has been treated in
Refs. [1}15]. These researches concluded that in
the presence of learning in production, the optimal
lot size policies were to produce more lots of small-
er sizes, and that resulted in substantial savings in
total inventory costs. Traditional inventory models
[16,17] do not account for the time-value of money.
The e!ects of discounting may be considered when
determining the economic manufacturing quantity
[18}23].
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Fig. 1. Wright's learning curve.

Fig. 2. Variation in inventory level with learning.

The basis of this research stems from the prin-
ciples discussed above. First, learning has economic
implications for the design of inventory systems
due to the continuous improvement in production
capacity. Secondly, as advocated in [18}23], dis-
counting e!ects should be considered for the realis-
tic modelling of the economic lot size problem.
However, none of these Refs. [1}23] studied the
combined e!ect of learning in production and con-
tinuous time discounting on the economic manu-
facturing quantity. That is the focus of this paper.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 presents an introduction to learning
curve theory, Section 3 describes the mathematical
model that is used, Section 4 discusses the numer-
ical results drawn from the mathematical model
developed in Section 3, and "nally, Section 5 pres-
ents a summary and conclusions.

2. Learning curve theory

Early investigations of learning revealed that the
time required to perform a task declined as experi-
ence with the task increased. The "rst attempt
made to formulate relations between learning vari-
ables in quantitative form, by Wright [24], resulted
in the theory of the `learning curvea.

Wright's power function formulation of the `Air-
craft Learning Curvea, known to some as Wright's
model of progress, can be represented as
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duction count, and b is the slope of the learning
curve when represented on a logarithmic scale.
Wright's simple mathematical expression is easy to
implement and understand by managers. Fig. 1
illustrates Wright's learning curve.

3. The mathematical model

Consider an inventory process where an item is
produced in batches, at an increasing production

rate because of learning, and consumed at a
constant rate of r units per time period (e.g.,
units per year). In any production cycle i, de"ne
t
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as the time to produce q
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units and build a
maximum inventory of Z
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units, and t
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time required to deplete Z
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can then be expressed as a function of time, �
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where t
��

is the cycle time, i.e. the time for produ-
cing and consuming the q

�
units, and equals the

sum of t
��

and t
��

. Fig. 2 illustrates the hypothesised
variation in the inventory level given in Eqs. (2) and
(3) over the cycle time t

��
. As agreed by many

researchers [2,10}12], a good approximation of the
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